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ADJECTIVE

me·di·e·val
[ËŒmed(Ä“)ËˆÄ“vÉ™l, ËŒmÄ“d(Ä“)ËˆÄ“vÉ™l]

relating to the Middle Ages.
"a medieval castle"
synonyms: of the Middle Ages · Middle Age · of the Dark Ages · Dark-Age · 11th to
14th century · 6th to 14th century · Gothic · early

informal
very old-fashioned or primitive.
"the guerrillas' medieval behavior has become an embarrassment to their
supporters"
synonyms: primitive · antiquated · prehistoric · archaic · antique · antediluvian · old-
fashioned · out of date · outdated · outmoded · [more]
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Medieval | Definition of Medieval by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/medieval
Definition of medieval. 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of the Middle Ages medieval
history medieval architecture. 2 : having a quality (such as cruelty) associated with the
Middle Ages. 3 : extremely outmoded or antiquated has medieval ideas about the role of
women in our society.

Medieval | Define Medieval at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/medieval
medieval definition. A descriptive term for people, objects, events, and institutions of
the Middle Ages. Note: â€œMedievalâ€� is sometimes used as a term of disapproval for
â€¦

Medieval - definition of medieval by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/medieval
And though our personal sympathies may well go to the finer-spirited Irish, this outcome
was on the whole fortunate; for only through religious union with Rome during the slow
centuries of medieval rebirth could England be bound to the rest of Europe as one of the
family of cooperating Christian states; and outside that family she would have been â€¦

Middle Ages - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medieval
In the history of Europe, the Middle Ages or Medieval Period lasted from the 5th to
the 15th century. It began with the fall of the Western Roman Empire and merged into the
Renaissance and the Age of Discovery.

Terminology and ... · Later Roman Empire · Early Middle Ages · High Middle Ages

medieval | Definition of medieval in English by Oxford ...
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/medieval
Definition of medieval - relating to the Middle Ages

Medieval dictionary definition | medieval defined
www.yourdictionary.com/medieval
The definition of medieval is relating to the Middle Ages. An example of medieval is the
style of a Gothic castle.

medieval (adjective) definition and synonyms | â€¦
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/medieval
Define medieval (adjective) and get synonyms. What is medieval (adjective)? medieval
(adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary

Medival - definition of Medival by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/Medival
Medival synonyms, Medival pronunciation, Medival translation, English dictionary
definition of Medival. pl.n. ... (one of the four humors of medieval medicine)

Medieval definition and meaning | Collins English
Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/medieval
Medieval definition: Something that is medieval relates to or was made in the period of
European history... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples

medieval - Wiktionary
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/medieval
May 27, 2018 · "Get a bunch of angry brothers with a blowtorch and some pliers and get
medieval on his ass." Derived terms . Terms derived from medieval. medievaldom;

medieval adjective - Definition, pictures, pronunciation ...
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/medieval
Definition of medieval adjective in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning,
pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms and more.
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